DRAFT

Wyoming Strategic Planning Design - Part I
(To be completed by the Governors Planning Deptartment)I

Quality of Life Result:
E.g. A Clean Environment, A Prosperous Economy, Strong Stable Families, Children Ready for and
Succeeding in School, etc.

Why is this important?
Briefly explain, so a taxpayer could understand, why this quality of life condition is important to
the people of Wyoming.

How are we doing?
Show the 3 to 5 most important indicators in the form of baselines with at least 3 years of actual
history. Optional: provide a 2 year forecast at current effort level.

The story behind the baselines:
Explain, so a taxpayer could understand, the causes behind the indicator baselines above. Use
additional data as necessary to tell this story.

What it will take to do better and the role of state government:
Include no-cost and low-cost ideas and the role of the state's partners.

Appendix A: Data development Agenda: List priorities for new or better indicator data

Wyoming Strategic Planning Design - Part II

DRAFT

Same format for Departments, Divisions and Programs

Department/Division/Program:
Contribution to Wyoming Quality of Life:
Briefly explain, so a taxpayer could understand, how your (Dept/Div/Prog), in conjunction with other public and
private partners, contributes to the quality of life of the people of Wyoming.

Basic Facts:
Show total number of staff and size of budget in total and general funds.
List the 5 most important programs or functions and show annual number served,

Performance:
Show the 3 to 5 most important performance measures in the form of baselines with at least 3 years of actual
history. Optional: provide a 2 year forecast of performance at current effort level.
Performance measures must be those that best answer the questions:
- How well are we delivering service?
- Are our customers better off? (CUSTOMER RESULTS)

Story behind (last 3 years of) performance:
Briefly explain, so a taxpayer could understand, the causes behind your performance for the last few years,
including an explaination of the picture of performance shown in the baselines above. Reference your
accomplishments where they have contributed. Use additional performance data as necessary to tell this
story. Best formatting is short paragraphs with first sentence underlined.

What do you propose to do to improve performance in the next 2 yrs?
Include no-cost and low-cost ideas and the contribution of partners. Best formatting is short paragraphs with
action item underlined.

Appendix A: Data development Agenda: List priorities for new or better data on performance
Appendix B: Link to Budget: Provide detail on priorities identified above which show in the current or proposed budget.

